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Question:

Why does God want praise with      
numerous instruments in the OT but                              

the New Testament church is acapella?



◆Scripture doesn’t really give a “why” answer

◆worship under the two covenants was very 
different externally:
• a separated priesthood
• literal sacrifices (animal, grain, drink)
• the Temple
• incense, instrumental music

Explanation:



◆in the OT, the use of instruments was 
commanded:
• 2 Chronicles 29:25
• Psalm 150:3-5

◆in the OT, it was also commanded who was 
to use the instruments (the Levites)

Explanation:



◆in the NT, singing is commanded:
• Colossians 3:16
• Ephesians 5:19

◆in the NT, it was also commanded who was 
to sing (all Christians)

Explanation:



Question:

How was Jesus three days & nights in the 
grave (Matthew 12:40), when he died        
on Friday afternoon and rose from the 

dead on Sunday morning?



◆problem comes as a result of how we differ 
culturally from the NT period

◆different cultures count time differently

◆even in the NT, there are more than one 
ways of counting time (civil, religious, 
Roman, Jewish)

Explanation:



◆“three days and three nights” = “three days”
• 1 Samuel 30:11-13
• Esther 4:16; 5:1

◆Jewish means of counting time:
• any part of a day counted as a day
• the NT reflects this practice

Explanation:



◆Jesus made it clear that he would be dead 
three days:
• Matthew 16:21
• Matthew 17:22-23

◆his opponents understood this claim too:
• Matthew 27:62-64

Explanation:



◆timeline:

Explanation:

FRIDAY
Jesus dies and 
is buried (late 

afternoon)

SATURDAY
Jesus’ body     
in the tomb

(all day)

SUNDAY
Jesus is raised 

(early 
morning)

1 2 3



◆is a Thursday crucifixion needed in order to 
fulfill “three days and three nights”?
• no contradiction, given how the phrase is 

used elsewhere
• would actually contradict Jesus’ own claims, 

since it would mean he was raised on           
the 4th day, not the 3rd

Explanation:


